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This project is a speculation on the urban environment of the future. It is not a literal 
urban architecture that shapes and reshapes refined materials into concrete realities, 
as buildings, spaces and infrastructure, but is an allegory for ‘city,’ influenced by 
narrative and cinematic thought. As one of several participants to an invitational 
design proposal for Wellington’s Northern Gateway, the team responded to the fifty 
year time frame and given scenario (number 8 out of 11) by treating the brief as any 
filmic scenarist would - to imagine urban development emanating from this story of 
multiple stories. This basic heuretic device enables a processual method to emerge 
and inform the speculation. 
 
However, though future trends often render these cultural projections irrelevant, their 
importance is that they lie between cultural formations, and offer speculative thought 
that extends beyond prevailing conditions. They challenge the present and offer 
visionary models for the future. Inasmuch as the given brief anticipates an urban 
architecture shrouded in utopian conventionalism, Scene 8 acts as a reminder of how 
archaic these forms of practice are when approaching issues of contemporary 
culture, place and technology.   
 
Like Constant’s New Babylon, Scene 8 inhabits a space of corresponding simulation 
in the form of a machine or ‘game’ that imagines a new urbanism in logic operations 
of chance, coincidence and other generative methods. The logic is narrative.  The 
story of city life - its social and urban milieu, is informed not by buildings and streets 
but is constructed by and through the characters that inhabit, interact, and visit.  
Character is taken in a narrative sense, as the project plays with everyday lives in the 
city of tomorrow. Various voices are heard telling their stories in the audio component 
of the installation. And since the liveable city is not to be found in the shape and 
materials of its buildings, Scene 8’s cinematic image is dedicated to the ambience of 
lived experience.  
 
Chance operations and game systems generated large amounts of material, 
including characters, their wanderings and the installation model. As distinct from the 
psychogeographic maps of Guy Debord and Asger Jorn this psychogeography of the 
city establishes virtual fictions - the story of the city that the project brief neglected to 
address. However, though patterns of association and identity are not formally 
articulated, characters were found through the intersection of spatial co-ordinates 
and bodies in motion. In tracing the origins of ‘psychogeography’ with the wanderings 
and irrational representations of the surrealists and following it into the work of Asger 
Jorn, Constant Nieuwenhuys and others in the 1950s, the project has enabled a form 
of countermodernist re-vision of urban design. It is one that directly challenges the 
administered urbanism of the project’s given ‘Corbusian’ scenario, and in which any 
notion of ‘master plan’ is rejected – whatever their intended political, social or 
philosophical reasoning entails. Such decisions either promote strategies and 
motives above built edifices or redirect those strategies for consideration in the 
design of deep programming, temporal zoning and systems of haptic inhabitation.   
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In the project brief ‘gateway,’ is recognised as a traditional divisional structural and 
spatial marker that is imposed upon the city to formally define difference. The 
Preston Parkhurst Lloyd installation rejects this view of gateway in favour of a more 
fluid understanding of future city, one in which this city sector is dominated, 
dependent and subjected to an avalanche of digital media and technological 
innovation. Software not hardware. Here then is a simulation based on the input of 
geographical, economic, and social data, a massive hypersurface projection of virtual 
fiction. It is distilled into a representation, a schematic or diagrammatic concept of its 
futures. This narrative and historical movement was then conceptualised as a work of 
cinema, built out of a series of scripts for characters in the city, its ambience built up 
through an urban mise-en-scene of sound and image. These fragments of a diegesis 
give hints of a new urban and cultural formation, an alternative to that 
deterministically justified in modernism. Constant’s spreading chaos is replaced by a 
filmic hypersurface. 
 
Colours are assigned to characters, and each randomly dripped over the given city 
model whilst reading the narrative. Each drip corresponds with identifiable urban and 
landscape features in the city and the narrative, so that each colour is a narrative. 
Numerous red, yellow, blue, orange and green sectors are dissected and released 
from the prescribed model as fragmentary sectors to value, whist all remaining grey 
areas are lost. Each character now has several coloured sectors, indicating the 
spatio temporal discontinuity of the narrative however, the towers appear at the 
narrative overlaps. Blinking and babbling they act as transmitters, communication 
nodes through which characters pass and in which they are found. The old coffee 
drinker, tale spinner, gate crasher, sinologist and urban security officer recount their 
stories and settings against a background of ambient sound. Both tracks are 
randomly interspersed and projected through speakers at the base of selected 
towers. Wires and cables snake across the floor acting as graphic markers, and 
connect tower to power. 
 
Effortlessly drifting, like a giant avant-garde revolutionary flâneur this installation 
campaigns for the fluidity of city, not its charm. It is not a city design but has designs 
on the city inasmuch as the ambient wheeled/mobile sectors do not suggest the city 
is physically mobile but concern shifting in a cultural geography sense. By addressing 
place, narrative and nomadism it alerts people to their own imprisonment within 
urban conventions and the one to one correspondence of representation.  Hence 
Scene 8 is laid out on the floor, a rejection of the confines of traditional display 
models, and appropriate for a new mise-en-scene. A black rectangle inscribed on the 
floor contains towers and painted sectors navigating and inhabiting the surface.  It is 
both model and origin. To engage with this ‘black sector’ is to enter the narrative. 
 
 
With thanks to Roy Parkhurst and Julieanna Preston for their collaborative assistance with the text. 
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Scene 8 - site installation 
 
     
 
Details of towers and painted sectors navigating and inhabiting ‘black sector’ 
 
     
 
Preliminary installation 
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